


NEWS
scab = traitor.

Two of the scab reporters on the 
Sunday Times are Communist Party 
members.They’ve been crossing the 
picket lines on those luxury coaches 
into Fortress Wapping.They*d consulted 
the Party and been told to carry on. 
All we’ve got to say is a scab is a 
scab whatever the Party says.

THE FILTH.
*’*three policemen and a publican appeared 
before Bow st. court yesterday,accused 
of assaulting a drinker." Fri.Marche4

Daily Telegraph 
*"A policeman involved in a violent 
skirmish which led to the death of a 
bl^ck Hells Angel said yesterday he had 
hit the man across the head with a trunch 
-eon." Fri.March24 Morning Star

"Seven policeman are lacing manslaughter 
charges after black Hells Angel Big John 
Mikkelsen died in custody....The seven 
include a chief inspector,two inspectors, 
and two sergeants." FriMarch 28

Daily Mirror 
*A council report into complaints made 
by witnesses in an inquiry into Manchest- 
-er police said "they point to one 
interpretation,namely that there has been 
a deliberate attempt by unknown police 
officers to frighten and harass key 
witnesses in the inquiry.We further 
believe that in the course of this 
attempt,criminal offences have been comm* 
-itted by police officers.These offences 
include assault and burglary."quoted in 
the Guardian March24 -
*"Apolice constable appeared before Bow St 
magistrates yesterday accused of mugging 
a 44 year old man at Holland Park." Fri

March21 Daily Telegraph
THEY ASSAULT US,MUG US,ROB US AND KILL US. 
PROTECT OUR COMMUNI TI ES,KEEP THE PIGS IN 
THEIR PENS.

BUST FUND
We are still running the Class War Bust Fund for 

anyone nicked on "Class War actions" (Bash the Rich 
marches etc).All donations gratefully recieved. 

Class War 86' calenders are available from our 
address priced 60pinc postage.

easier than
the pools.

The founder of Littlewoods Stores,one of 
the richest scum in the country,was robbed 
in his home by a gang of unknown people 
armed with iron bars.They escaped with an 
undisclosed amount of property.

A lesson to all muggers and burglars- 
don’t hurt your own class but those who 
keep you in poverty.The rich scum and 
their stolen wealth are only a bus ride 
away.

As to those who got the rich bastard,how 
about sharing your loot with your class; 
Steal for your class and your community. 
There’s only one rule in the class war, 
don’t get caught.

Well,hopefully,we all know what’s going on 
down at News International’s new plant in 
Wapping so let’s concentrate on what we
can do about it.
The first thing you notice whan you get 
down to Wapping is the abundance of rum
ours and downright lies.

These downright lies usually come from the
SOGAT officials,and various dubious
political parties.

They are intended to exaggerate the 
effectiveness and sucess of the Wapping
picket and to diffuse anger and keep it 
peaceful at Wapping.

So what do we do?Before dealing with 
the situation immediately outside the 
plant,a few words about what can be done 
away from the plant.The routes are
by now well known.Up to Aidgate
roundabout along Commercial Rd;over Tower 
Bridge ; along the Bnbankment; up Old St
towards the Angel and the North.A vigilant 
eye and alarge lump of concrete,stirred well 
with a generous measure of windscreen 
can produce marvellous results even 
for beginners.

NORMAN WILLIS—CAUGHT UNAWARES
AT THE NEWSAGENTS

Class -concious joggers who 
are up and about early on Sunday 
morning should carry small knives so that 
bundles of papers left outside newsagents 
doors,can be cut open and the Murdoch rags 
taken out and disposed of.
Phis tactic has been used quite widely with 
a fair ammount of success.

A recent development in the dispute is that 
Murdoch has been printing his filth at 
smaller scab outfits in various places ... 
eg. Western Web Offet in Bristol. Various 
actions (as well as picketing ) can be 
carried out against these places with a 
fair amount of success so keep your eyes

At the plant in Wapping itself 
it has become clear that less than 5000 
people can do very little other than delay 
the "papers" for a couple of hours at the 
most. The first priority of anyone down 
there has got to be information and 
communication. So far the only people 
with radio communication are the bastard 
filth ana the Union officials. As a source 
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of information both are as unreliable as 
each other (However a shortwave radio tuned 
to the Greenwich Training Police trequency 
can be quite useful). A couple of comrades 
on bicycles would save the chore of 
constantly walking trom one gate to another 
to find out what is happening there. A lot 
also depends on the atmosphere there. On 
March 15th the atmosphere was good and the 
fence got ripped down; cop horses were 
forced back, barricades were set up in 
side streets and vans pushed into the road, 
their tyres being slashed. People felt so 
strong that they stayed later than usual, 
police had to baton charge pickets off the 
road and the lorries were delayed for 5^ 
hours, effectively writing off distribution 
to certain areas of the country.

WHERE TO GO
PICKET LINE is on EAST SMITHFIELD/ 
THE HIGHWAY in WAPPING,East London. 
Nearest TUBE .-TOWER HILL.

'HE EL/K/r)

said:
nasty attack, 
have blinded him.**.

Another policeman and 
policewoman were hurt, 
one woman demonstrator 
collapsed, and there "were- 
32 arrests.

He was
home to recover. •

Hope

hurled during * mass 
ng printworktrs. It. hit 
face.

With . blood streaming, 
the shocked officer was 
rushed to hospital where 
he had three stitcher put 
in the wound, 
sent

A DEADLY
sharp glass
Dobcemarfs .j 
plant at Wapping

The murderous weapon was, 
picket on Saturday by $trfkin 

ip Gloss full

senior polk< .chief 
"It was a vicious. 

It could

By AEORGt: LYNN
snowball packed with razor- 

s fragments ripped open a 
cheek outside The Sua^sTht^ech

and ears open.

A clerical worker said, 
‘ I lie police say it was rcnt- 
a-mob who caused the 
trouble on Saturday. 
That’s right, and what 
identified them was their 
blue uniforms, helmets, 
truncheons and shields.’

of the 59 people who had 
been arrested

Only 21 were printers; the 
rest included seven unem
ployed, three machinists, five 
students, a messenger, a driv
er, a trade union official (Mr 
Tony Dubbins, general secre
tary of the National Graphical 
Association), a labourer, com
puter programmer, two man
agers, two journalists, a 
warehouseman, a technical in
structor, shop assistant, 
railwayman, nurse, an income 
tax officer, a hospital ancillary 
worker, a researcher and 
nhntnoranhpr
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Who gives a toss about royal engagements 
and weddings? Its MAY 1ST thats going to 
be our celebration this year and its not
going

In 1886 MAY DAY made working class hist
ory in Chicago during a long running cam
paign to reduce the workers day to a mere 
8 hours of shit.As a working class strug
gle, the 8 hour movement got a lot of 
active support from the Anarchists in 
America at the time (members of the IWPA, 
the Black International) who held public 
meetings regularly and got 25,000 people 
to come to them!
Through the Anarchist involvement in the 
movement it quickly caught the revolutio
nary fever and America came to the brink 
of a General Strike.Anarchist ideas 
spread through the American working classr 
and on MAY 1ST the Anarchists marched arm 
in arm with 80,000 striking factory work
ers through the streets of Chicago.But it 
was MAY 4TH that really got in the hist
ory books.Since the May Day demonstration 
police had been"clamping down"on the 
actions ot the strikers by shooting memb
ers of the picket lines and the Anarchist 
contingent called a mass public meeting 
to discuss how to deal with the actions 
of the Blue Scum.
Just as the meeting w7as finishing the pigs 
went in and started to stir up trouble'in 
the crowd and suddenly a bomb exploded 
between the second and third ranks.Tae 
pigs then firing their revolvers all over 
the place and claimed a few Anarchist cas
ualties but mostly shot themselves! 
It was obvious that the bomb thrown bv a 
person unknown was a set up to arrest the 
’’wanted” Anarchists."RED RUFFIANS!” 
’’BLOODY BRUTES!”,”DYNAMARCHISTS!"and 
"COWARDS!” screemed the lie-machine press 
-so what's changed?
The story was that the bombing had been a 
deliberate and planned attempt on police 
lives by the Anarchists.
Once they had rounded up the ones they 
wanted,the government began a cooked up 
trial.In the end,7 were sentanced to death 
by hanging.One of the 7 a man of 22 called 
LINGG”robbed his enemies bf their prey at 
the last moment” andbblew himself up with 
dynamite in his cell the bight before the 
execution. 2 others were let off and the 
other 4- FISCHER,SPIES,PARSONS and ENGEL 
were hanged on 11th November 1886 as a 
lesson to class struggle 
revolutionaries world-wide.

After what happened in Chicago,May Day 
became the big day in the calendar of the 
working class revolutionaries worldwide.

ANARCHIST 
SCORECARD
President of the French Republic executed 
1894
Bomb thrown in the French Parliament 1893 
Emress of AUstria executed 1898
Empress of Austria executed 1898
Czar Alexander 11 executedl881 
Italian King Umberto executed 1900
Attempted execution of the King of Spain 
1905
So the spirit of May Day went on..........

It makes you want to throw up when each 
time May Day comes round, the Labour Party 
and it's Trade Union lackeys tell us to 
take the day off on a day that isn't even 
May 1st and celebrate the fact that they've 
sold the working class out for yet another 
year and to look foreward to the next one 
with them!!!!!
FUCK OFF LIARS!
May Day had nothing to do with the likes of 
you and when we hear your sickening sp
eeches, at rallies this May Day,we'll have 
something to answer back with.
WE KNOW THE TRUTH! I
Remember,1ike they said in Chicago- 
"One pound of dynamite is better than a i 
bushal of ballots
FIGHT THE LEFTY HI-JACK!
Suggestions; borrow a megaphone and drag 
crowds away from Union bores and Kinnock's 
slaves.

;circulate leaflets on May Day telling the 
true story.

RIOT IN
RIIONIHIA

It seems that things have been livening up in

the valleys again. About 20 youths with pickaxe 
handles and sledgehammers smashed down the door 
of the Police office on the Penrhys Estate in 
the Rhondda Valley. Once inside they did what
any civic minded member of the community would 
do and ripped the office apart, causing thous
ands of pounds worth of damage. They smashed 
the furniture and fittings with great enthusi
asm. Fhese people seemed to know what they were 
doing much to the old bill’s horror. They wai
ted until the duty officer went out on a call
and then launched their attack. They were so 
thorough that they ripped the radiators from 
the wall, ripped the telephone out, overturned 
lockers and filling cabinets and threw furnit
ure out the window. They have not been caught.

This is not the first time Penrhys has eru
pted, last summer, just days after the Totten
ham riots, groups of angry youths wearing bal
aclavas, took to the streets to confront the 
tilth. They petrol bombed the cop shop, set up 
burning baricades, stoned the Po—lice and var
ious cop vehicles were ambushed. The scummy 
police had attempted to arrest a young person 
for an alleged theft...they obviously aidn’t 
expect this response!

MORE
;collect money for the class struggle in 
tins marked T.U.C.
WRECK THE LEFTY TEA-party

iwo coal trains were ambushed in the Rhond- 
a valley during the cold weather in February* 

They were stopped by a fifty strong gang who 
placed blockades across the lines. They relea
sed the fuel from the trucks so it piled up by 
the side of the tracks. Hundreds or tons of 
coal were stolen by gangs of people with lorr
ies and vans lying in wait near Mountain Ash. 
The coal was then distributed to families and 
pensioners in the area at very reduced prices.

summer special

bi

Class War are offering a spectacular offer 
for the summer months.Any constables (fuck 
off top cops) who are pissed off that they’ll 
be suuck on the front line,under the hail of 
concrete confetti,send Class War your division 
code and your number and we’ll spread the word 
amongst the rioters.Even better insurance can 
be offered if you can supply us with details 
of police operations and/or crates of CS gas

Bike cop run
over twice

TWO child car thieves 
ran down a motorbike
policeman-then delibcr-. 
ately reversed over him.

Pc Bill Freeman. 36. of 
Shirley, hear Birming
ham, was badly cut and 
bruised. He was hit when 
he tried to stop the 
thieves in Small Heath 
Birmingham.

.c

COP MOBBED
A BRAVE young bobby 
was in hospital with a 
fractured skull last 
night after being left for 
dead by a mob of teen
agers.

Pc Philip Newton. 26. 
was ambushed by 30 
white and coloured 
youths as he got out of 
his Panda car in the

Manchester suburb of 
Burnage.

The thugs, some as 
young as 14. PUNCHED 
the uniformed policeman 
in the face. PUSHED him 
to the ground and 
KICKED him for several 
minutes.

"This constable is lucky 
to be alive,” said a police 
spokesman.
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FORWAR D TO 
ANARCHISM

ame the indian family 
the capitalists who 
each costing hundreds 
jobs are lost the blacks

or women workers 
bosses who can sack overnight, thousands of 
workers. White against black, protestant 
against catholic, city against rovers: DIVIDE 
and RULE. The most nauseating spectacle since 
the second world war is the attempt made by 
the state and the capitalist ruling class to 
pretend class is a thing of the past. Read a 
copy of the "SUN" and you'll see such trash 
as "we're all middle class now". We are 
apparently 'middle class' now because we have 
a video or colour T.V. Meanwhile the real 
middle classes are swanking it up in posh 
hotels, going on flash holidays or pretending 
to be poor social workers while their bank 
accounts swell. Wankers. We may now be able to 
afford a video recorder, after slaving away 
in a poxy office or stinking factory for 
years, but the power and wealth always stays 
firmly in the hands of the capitalists. The 
mystification and deliberate attempt at 
confusing class is vital to the ruling class.

One of our tasks as class struggle 
anarchists is to expose these false divisions 
mystifications and lies that prevent the 
working class from uniting and destroy
ing capitalism and the state.
The working class,as i said earlier, 
consists of wage slaves;but it also 
consists of all those who are unable to 
work because of the eratic way capitalism 
operates,such as unemployed,disabled 
and retired workers etc.Also all those,
who due to their age or sex do not work CT • 
for bosses,but work in the home or at 
school. Apart from the odd few-who z
the media gleefully throw at us as an 
example-this class stays constant.Because 
of its position in society,the working 
class is the revolutionary class. 
Obviously as the class war comes to a 
head vast numbers of the middle class 
will flock to our side.This is fair 
enough;and they should be treated as 
equals and as comrades.But we will not 
tolerate those who try to keep a foot 
in two camps:one with the revolution
aries, another in mummy and daddies 
bank account.Live with us or die with 
the bosses.Those who
with the bosses will
fate.
The same is true for
class people who are
of the capitalists:the cops and army. 
The working class must attempt to win 
over the more intelligent sections of 
these organisations,but those who pefer 
to stay as class traitors will be dealt 
the class violence coming to them.

& WORKING CLASS
REVOLUTION!

We live in a bitterly divided class 
society.The working class,the middle 
class and the ruling class make up 
this society.The working class,who 
comprise the vast majority of the 
population,are forced to sell their 
labour and brains to meet their basic 
needs:food,hous ing,c1othing,e.t.cThe 
wages we earn are but a mere fraction 
of what we produce for the bosses 
and the ruling class.A worker may be 
able to make 20 or30 video recorders 
a week,but his/her wages will only 
allow him/her to buy one.This is one 
simple example of capitalism.WE 
produce the wealth,not for ourselves, 
but for the ruling class who re-invest 
this wealth back into the banks, 
machinery,raw materials etc;and 
ultimately Into the luxourius life
styles they are able to live.This 
keeps the cycle of capitalism rolling 
always to the benefit of the ruling 
cldss.
Ulis tiny elite,the ruling class- 
made up of the most revolting blood 
suckers such as politicians,heads of 
church,freemasons,lords and ladies, 
royalty,multinationals,top cops and 
generals etc-own and control every 
thing.They have the money,the land and 
the powerv77o OF THE U.K OWN 84% OF THE 
WEALTH!The state(cops,army,teachers, 
family 1 ife,prisons,media,mental homes 
etc,)though it may occosionally work 
against capital ism,keeps this process 
in order;and crushes all those who 
dare to resist.

As class struggle anarchists 
we are violently opposed to all those 
groups,parties and organisations who 
dare to think they can lead the working 
class to revolution-so that they can 
replace the present capitalists,with 
the blood of the working class,and 
present themselves as the new (state) 
capitalists.They need us,but we dont need 
them.History has proven,time and time 
again,that the most successful actions 
the working class has done is when it has 
worked by itself,without the 'help' of 
the trade union bureaucrats,the vanguards, 
the parties etc.Their 'dictatorship of the 
proletariet' is nothing more than the 
dictatorship of the party;which then 
creates the new elite,the new ruling 
class,the next lot of scum to fight 
against.
The working class must smash through all 
the obstacles strewn in its path to 
revolution by the trade union bureaucrats 
labour party mps,and the leftist/student/ 
vanguard/intelligentsia.It can only do 
this by incessant,day to day class 
sruggle.
The working class has created everything 
good in this world.Its our labour that 
has built the homes,hospitals,roads etc,. 
Its our work that brings in the food 
from the countryside,and its our brains 
that have created all the socially use
ful objects and machines.WE built this 
world!Why do we allow the capitalist 
ruling class to steal it all off us?Its 
our world,we can run it,we can organize 
without them;without the rich capitalist 
parasites and their protectors the police 
and army.We want a world where the 
working class are in charge,not a small, 
pampered elite.Aworld where working class 
pensioners dont die of hypothermia,while 
some toe-rag plays with more money on 
one roulette wheel than we'll see this 
year.A society where work is done for
NEED,not greed and capitalist profit. 
The working class has no country.Our only 
enemy is the international ruling class 
and all those who maintain it,and 
apologise for it!

V. 7-2

Capital ism,the state and the class system 
cannot be changed through bourgeouis 
parliament or through the bourgeouis 
courts,simply because these institutions 
were set up by trie ruling class to 
smother real class anger.Asked nicely 
the ruling class will never give up its 
stolen,spoilt lives.lt willnever give 
away its power unless we violently take 
it as a class.The only language the 
ruling class and its paid mercenaries 
the cops and army,understand is that of 
class violence.WE FIGHT FOR A WORKING 
CLASS REVOLUTION.
Class unification and class conscious
ness is what the capitalists fear most. 
To offset this they erect artificial 
barriers and deliberately foster ideas 
,based on ignorance,such as racism, 
sexism,heterosexism,wage slaves against 
dole slaves etc.When it comes to housing 
we are told to bl 
on the corner,not
own 3 or 4 houses 
of thousands.When
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DAY OF REACTION
On monday the 3rd of march there was a 
general strike and widespread rioting in 
a part of'Britain*.The events of that day 
included violent attacks on the police 
and army including 4 incidents where aut
omatic weapons were used,major power cuts, 
roads and motorways were closed by the 
use of nearly 700 roadblocks and oil and 
nails,looting and rioting in shopping ce
ntres .

This happened in Northen Ireland dur
ing the loyalist day of action in protes- 
t against the Anglo-Irish agreement that 
was signed last November.The participants 
were mostly drawn from one section of the 
working class-the loyalists.The main les
son to be drawn from this day for all cl
ass war anarchists is simple.lt is this, 
the working class have in their hands 
immense power and if they use it can swe
ep aside the forces of capitalism arid the 
state as easy as pie.Remember what occurr
ed that day happened despite the prescen- 
ce of 10,000 armed troops of the British 
army in an area with less people than the 
city of Birmingham.If similar actions 
happened all over Britain we would have a 
revolution on our hands that would make 
all the riots since '81 look like a vica
r's tea party.

But of course the working class peop
le taking part in the actions of 3rd mar
ch were'nt itending to destroy the state 
and capital ism.They were striking and 
rioting for the privelige of being ruled 
by Britain.This is because they are loya
list s. So what is loyal ism?It is a kind of 
super patriotism towards the British sta
te in which the protestant community of 
Northern Ireland are encouraged to regard 
themselves as a kind of chosen people(Br
itish) superior to the Catholics(Irish) 
this illusion of superiority is backed 
up by religious bigotry and discriminati
on against the catholics in employment, 
housing and education.The loyalists are 
only in this position because once the 
British state and capitalists found them 
useful and encouraged such bigotry as a 
way of dividing the Irish working class 
in the once prosperous North of Ireland.

Now after years of war between the IRA 
and the British State the colony of North 
ern Ireland is not prosperous but is m 
fact a burdern and as such will be dumped 
just like the British Colonies in Africa 
that became ’ungovernable’.The Protestants 
will then be sold out just like the Black 
middle classes in Africa.

But if the loyalists do get sold out 
and end up fighting the british they 

might just stop following their upper 
class leaders and fight for their class. 
The protestant and catholic working cla
sses could come together.lt has happened 
in the past,before the first world war 
some of the bitterest strikes in Europe 
involved both communities in the North 
and South of Ireland.lt is no coinciden
ce that it was about this time that the 
bosses in Ireland started whipping up 
the bigotry and sectarianism that we now 
see to protect their industries.But now 
that that the economy of the North is 
bankrupt and the Brits are selling out the 
loyalists there is a real chance for a 
class war to break out.

In October of last year a
UCATT bricklaying gang on a LAINGS owned site 
in Surbiton, subcontracted to Janoroy Ltd, 
were dismissed on orders from Laings. All had 
been active militants and were clearly dismissed

>

because of this. The’Surbiton 6’ responded by 
picketing first their own site, which Laings 
promptly closed, and then by putting flyin 
pickets on other Laings sites in London. In
November the National Conciliation panel 
ordered the six to be transferred to Banstead 
untill Surbiton was reopened and they could 
finish their job there. However surprise, 
surprise when Laings restarted the Surbiton 
job in late January only 3 were taken on with 
3 being sacked. The ’six’ went back on the
offensive putting pickets on Laings massive 
new British Library site at Kings Cross and 
supporting a picket also demanding regular 
employment at Laings Hays Wharf site. On 19th
February Laings got an injunction from the High 
Court under the 1980 anplcyment Act which if 
enforced would remove...

- the ’right* of organised workers to speak 
their dispute or call for support.

- the ’right’ of freedom of association.
- the ’right’ to picket. THE
The court not only forbade secondary 

picketing but the right of the ’six* to 
picket their ’place of wo:k’(ie Surbiton).

‘SURBITON 

SIX’

Both UCATT
and TGWU officials have played either a 
useless or obstructive role in the’surbiton 
six’s dispute.One UCATT official instructed 
that UCATT were not in dispute with Laings 
even though Laings broke the union/laing 
agreement over surbiton.Union full timers 
have issued instructions to the members to 
cross picket lines at the British library 
site and offered no support to those who 
respect the pickets.The old communist 
party dominated Charter Group have also
attacked the "six’,using the ’Trotskyist/

*

Anarchist scare* smear,even though the 
’six’ have the support,and themselves 
support,the rank & file building workers 
group.The building unions full timers 
seem more interested in protecting their 
own jobs and conditions,than their members 
jobs and conditions.

The’Surbiton six’ are faced both by jail and 
financial ruin (Laings are trying to sue for 
lost income) under the 1980 employment Act, 
yet they are carrying on with illega“ picketing 
and touring the country for support. Already 
pickets of rank and tile builders and supporters 
have begun in Manchester. At a time when the 
Trade Unions are at best on the defensive, 
when the ’new realism’ of comprimise, of 
negotiating redundancies, of scab unionism etc, 
is rampant, the action of the “Surbiton Six’ 
is a classic example of the way to fight back. 
Support them !

PICKET
London - Hays Wharf (by London Bridge station) 
7.00a.m. every day especially monday.

Pickets in other cities are being organised so 
keep an eye out.

Laings Postscript... A Regional Conciliation
Panel (at the end of March) has recommended the 
6 go back-3 to Surbiton, 2 elsewhere and one to 
wait; the solution the o have always rejected 
and will continue tu reject, whatever the com
promise the union full timers support. Tne 
principles stay, the picketing continues.

simple.lt
together.lt
Ireland.lt


SPORTS CLASS WAR TAKES PRINCE

WILLY TO THE SWINGS

COLUMN

BASTARDS

The yolks on you Liz!

Hampton court jokes

>»

-THE END-

who makes the ghettos ?

I

is their

A 
AND

Breakfast is served 
Ma’am

We love both your nice smiling faces 
A cut-throat would widen the grin;
We’ll chop up your granny Prince Andrew 
And wring out her liver for gin.

were ’’dirty, 
social 
victims of 
for racism.

’’all social security and black tenants 
should be put together on certain estates 
Is this the view of some rich scum Tory 
Lord'No,it’s the view of housing officers 
working for the G.L.C (and now for the 
borough)in Tower Hamlets,East London.The 
people infact,who decide where homeless 
families are actually put.

You can guess what those certain estates 
are like,decaying,isolated,with few facil- 
-ities and where nobody else will go.Ghettos 
of damp and badly built council properties.
It’s the same old tactic used by the state 

and it’s reactionary agents.Working class 
people divided between employed,unemployed 
and as always black and white.Those at the 
bottom forced to live in isolation from the 
rest of their class.

HAMPTON COURT? HAVE ANOTHER
MARGARET!

Oh Fergie and Andy, we wish you success
We mean this from deep in our hearts;
The news that we hear, it fills us with joy 
The wedding of two stuck-up farts.

example of this
Bengali community,Council

We wish you a string of dead babies, 
And live ones all covered in sores; 
We’ll chop off their legs, and saw off

their heads
And burn them to rapturous applause.

We’ll roast all your cousins for dinner 
And chomp on your parents for tea; 
You’re a bunch of inbreeding bastards, 
We’d strangle your children with glee.

One particular
attitude to the 
officers thought they should be housed on 
the worst estates because they
noisy and potential sources of 
conflict.”Bengali families,the
horrific racist attacks blamed
They are made to suffer and are pushed away 
because of the actions of NF scum,attacked 
only because of their colour.

Never let them tell us we want to live in 
poverty,in their ghettos.We’re forced 
there and then their surprised when we 
organize and fight bac’' against our class 
enemies.Lets hope there’s a camera about 
when the people of Tower Hamlets decide 
which hospital they want to house those 
council officals in.

When the fat priest slobbers the sermon 
And the bells at the abbey they ring; 
We’ll be knotting a noose for you vermin 
So the party can go with a swing.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
SMOULDERING ARISTOCRATIC WIDOW 
A CHARCOAL STICK ???
A CHARCOAL STICK IS USEFUL.

“One egg or two?

LATE NEWS
Our sports correspondent reports 

that various London firms have been 

spotted on the picket lines at 
Wapping. Nice One !

Few of us would disagree that the 
vast majority of football violence is 
describable as ’fucking stupid*. Two 
sets of people beating the shit out 
of each other over a team of rich 
bastards who, more often than not, 
couldn’t give two tosses about 
which team they’re playing for, so 
long as the cash is rolling in and 
their egos are being perpetually 
inflated by hordes of adoring fans. 
Like racism, sexism, nationalism, 
hetrosexism and the idiotic "our 
council estate’s harder than yours" 
mentality, football hooliganism 
serves the real enemy, the rich, by 
keeping us divided and weak. But for 
many football fans, the game provides 
one of the few opportunities to let 
off steam; to experience a sense of 
excitement, belonging and power, 
something that is sadly missing from 
the rest of our lives. The problem 
is that in the safely controlled 
environment of the football terraces, 
this strength can only be experienced 
temporarily, with all the week’s 
frustrations being directed at the 
nearest target- which unfortunately 
happens to be the opposing fans. It’s 
clear that this anger is only 
ultimately misdirected and counter
productive because it helps to destroy 
the potential for collective working 
class action, something that could 
give rise to power and excitement for 
us all, not just for 90 minutes a 
week but for the whole of our lives. 

Football thug
' led charge

on the police
As police tried to separate 

the groups at Euston Station
Kelly, a Manchester United 
supporter, yelled: “Come on. 
let's gel them. It’s only the Old
Bill.”

*

Recent signs have been encouraging 
with non-league sides coming top of 
the table. Imagine the filth’s 
surprise when they turned up at the 
Gola league Frickley Athletic’s cup 
tie with Halesowen Town to be met 
with aggro, not against the
opposition’s fans but themselves. 
Similarly in a miner’s league game,
Grimethorpe FC versus Blidworth FC 
(from scabbing Nottingham) the 
visiting teams’ dressing room was 
besieged for 50 minutes, with
supporters chanting "SCAB! SCAB!’’. 
In Southport, after the death 
(murder) of Ray Moran in police

I custody, home fans took the
opportunity of their next home game 
to launch a terocious attack on the
on the boys in blue. Carnivals 
of destruction, looting, stoning 
the tilth etc. have all appeared 
in recent months after football 
matches (in Leicester and Stockport,

for example), more and more frequently 
the real enemy is being singled out 
and bearing the brunt of these 
proletarian sports festivals. What 
a pity there aren’t tootball grounds 
in Hampstead.
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These aims and principles are not stone 
tablets and are open to further discussion 
and/or alteration at future conferences.
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AIMS and PRINCIPLES of 
the CLASS WAR FEDERATION.

3.1110 primary division in the capitalist 
system is a class divisionjbetween the 
working class and the ruling class and 
its allies.We accept that the exact divid- 
-ing lines are difficult to define and are 
subject to change.

Class war is now the paper ot the Class 
Federation and is prod ced every two 

The production of the paper is

8.We accept that the CWF is not the sum 
total of working class struggle and 
other forms of organisation are appropriate 
to sections of the working class.

6 .Racism^ sexism and hetero sexi sir. are an 
integral part ot capitalism and are used 
as weapons by the state and capitalism to 
divide the working class.Successful 
working class struggle for a free society 
must incorporate the fight against racism, 
sexism and netcroscxism.

There will be Class War Federation 
Conference in London in July. If you are 
interested please write to your nearest 
group for more info. If you don’t agree 
with the Federations aims & principles 
don’t come. No time wasters please 
be held on the 12th & 13th July

• •.

• • •

• • - •

■ ■ • • •

is not

4. The struggle to seize back the world 
from the ruling class neccessarily 
involves the use of violence.We support 
the use of workingclass violence against 
the ruling class and its* agents.

5. We support in theory and in practice, 
struggle by the oppressed,autonomous of 
pariiamentarians .local governor s.union 
bosses or ’revolutionary parties’.We seek 
to increase the autonomous and revolution- 
-ary aspects of these struggles,by 
participation and communication,between 
oarselves and the rest ot oul crass (<»s 
equals,tivt ieadersHu advance and 
strengthen the struggle as a whole.We do 
not believe the working class needs 
leadership and we are totally hostile to 
all those who attempt to fill such a role.

If you liked Class War then why not check out:- 
Scorcher(donation) 340 West Princess St,Glasgow, 
G12. Boot1em (donation) Box Al,Onslow Rd,Southamp
ton. Crowbar (25p) BM Hurricane.London,WC1 3XX. 
Sheffield Anarchist (donation)PO Box 217,Sheffield. 
Counter information (donation) Box 81,43 Candlemak
er Row,Edinburgh. Poison Pen (donation) c/o Hastin
gs Free Press,14 Lower Pk Rd,Hastings.Sussex. Knee- 
Deep in Shit (40p) KDIS c/o 31 Manor Row,Bradford 1. 
Brighton bomber (20p) Priory House,6 Tilbury Place, 
Brighton,E.Sussex. Nottingham 9 News (20p) Box A, 
Mushroom Books,10 Heathcote St,Nottingham. Between- 
the Lines (donation) Box A,34 Cowley Rd,Oxford. 
Timperley Village Anarchist (20p) TVAM c/o Raven, 
Room 6,75 Piccadi1ly,Manchester. ACAB (20p) Harpy 
(20p) Both c/o Box 010,Full Marks Bookshop,37 Stok
es Croft,Bristol 6. Virus (20p) c/o Freedom Booksh
op.

getti ng
send us £3 and 
they come out,or £1.50 for 6. 
then send £4 for 12, America

Box 200
108 Salisbury Rd 
Cardiff

Right,if you have trouble
War in your area then
the next 12 issues as
If you live in Europe
£5.

If you want to earn
self then send us a pound and we'll send you ten 
copies to flog to your mates at work,at school,on 
the streets etc.You can sell them for 20p and make 
yourself £1 (if you're really honest you can donate 
it to your local dnarcho paper or the C/W bust fund). 
If you want to take more than 10 then send us two 
pounds for 20 etc etc.If you take 50 or more then 
we'll deliver them,by van,to your door.Otherwise 
they will come by post. if you do take

copies to flog then please don't forget to send us 
the money,we can't afford to give them away,unfort
unately !

■

• T •

Now is the
and all who
politics to
dropouts,drugs and hippy attitudes.There
is no place for Anarchism in the working 
class till it can offer something better 
than free festivals and political fanz- 
-ines.The federation is the way for us 

among people who day 
class war v».nd

Bi Box CW
F Full Marks Bookshop 
|| 37 Stokes 
■| Bristol, || 

ria

SMAG
75 Piccadilly 
MANCHESTER, 
M12BU. Jril 
- - "In"ii i II

Anarchist Collective,
c/o UCNW Students union 
Deiniol Road,
BANGOR, ——
Gwynedd. HB|
■III
Brighton - 
c/o Brightdn Bomber
Prior House,
6 Tilbury Place,
BRIGHTON
E.Sussex

I TVAM,
Room 6
75,Piccadilly
MANCHESTER 
Ml 2BU.

7.CWF is a federation of groups and indiv- 
-iduals who support the aims and principles 
as stated above and below.The positions of 
individuals and groups may differ on certain 
issues.The CW conference is to meet twice 
yearly to decide on the positions taken by 
CWF.Facial discrimination or violence.sexual 
violence,and the degredation or humiliot- 
-ion of,or discrimination against anyone 
on the grounds of then sex,sexuality or 
race is incompatible with the struggle lor a 
free society.Individuals or groups advocating 
or participating in such behaviour have no 
place in CWl.Conference will exclude any 
individuals or groups found to be acting in 
contravention to the Aims and lrmci,±es.

2.We are opposed to all forms of 
state including so-called 'coonuai 
states.

l.The aestruction of capitalism and the 
class system,and its replacement by a 
free and equal society,where individuals 
have complete control over all aspects of 
their life is an immediate necessity (.and 
has been for some time!}.

will forward them to the group 
the paper.

to gain a voice
to day fight the
can win it.

The Class War
membership,it is
the future of revolutionary socialism.lt 
is a small but growing part of it. 
Together we can do our bit to smash 
the rich scum,their state,courts,armies 
and lackeys.Joining the federation is 
only a matter of making contact,keeping 
contact and co-ordinating action.Class 
War is the voice now,not of one small 
group of people but a federation of 
those listed below.

To get involved and act as one fist 
against the bosses and their state 
only needs you to write to the group 
nearest to you,on your own or with 
people you know.Maybe to tell them what 
your up to and get some help (money for 
fines,ideas e.t.c.) if you need it.You 
could get papers to sell,find out if 
there are other Class War readers near 
you and meet others from around the 
country.If you want, someone could come 
and see you and talk about organizing 
your own group.

Twice a year there’ll be a Class War 
federation conference for anyone who 
agrees with the aims and principles.It’ll 
be lots of talking and a chajice to meet 
others in the federation. Get information 
about the first one from the groups list- 
-ed below.In between these conferences 
much stronger links should be built up 
between groups and individuals,locally 
nationally and internationally.

FORWARD WITH THE FEDERATION.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORGANIZE.

THERE ARE OTHER GROUPS IN YORK.SHEFFI ELD 
OLDHAM.OXFORD,LONDON S.W.y..NOTTINGHAM 
LIVERPOOL,SOUTHAMPTON AND BRADFORD. 
CONTACT THEM THROUGH ANY OF THE OTHER 
GROUPS.

War
months
rotated each issue within the groups m the 
Federation. Before the paper is sent to the 
printers it is vetted at a delegate confer- 
rence to which all Class War groups are 
invited to send delegates. Articles etc.for 
the next issue should be sent to your ’
group who
producing

CLASS WAR
P.O. BOX 4b7

LONDON
E5 8BE.
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